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Task 1
Read the text and answer questions 1-7.
Answer questions 1 – 7.

How to book a flight

4 ways you can buy flights:





Buy online
Book with our Customer Call Centre
Buy your flight tickets at the airport on the day you travel
Buy from your local travel agent

How to pay for your e-ticket
You cannot pay with cash or a cheque.



You can pay with cash at the airport for:



Extra bag costs
Special bag costs

Tickets
When you book online you get an e-ticket. This comes to your email address.
You have to pay more to choose your seat. This costs £10 per person.
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Circle the letter of the correct answer.
1.

What happens after you book online?
A You get your ticket in the post
B You get an e-ticket in an email
C You go to collect your ticket
D You get a bill for your e-ticket

2.

The purpose of the text is to
A report an event
B advertise a holiday
C take your payment
D give you information

Write your answers on the lines.
3.

What word in the text means the same as ‘on the internet’?
__________________________________________________

4.

How can you pay for your e-ticket?
__________________________________________________

5.

How can you pay for extra bags?
__________________________________________________
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Circle the letter of the correct answer.
6.

In the following sentence, what does ‘This’ mean?
This costs £10 per person.
A choosing your seat
B paying with cash
C getting the e-ticket
D booking online

7.

Write the following words in alphabetical order in the boxes below.

cash
airport
flight
tickets
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Task 2
Read the texts and answer questions 8 – 14.

A

Victoria Cabs
Wanted: Full-time taxi drivers
You must have a car and a driving licence.
You must be friendly and helpful to every passenger.
Day and night work available.
Pay: £10,000 - £35,000
Men and women can do this job.
Please ring 07630455189 for more information.

C

B
Summer Fair

Lasagne

Fun and food at Oakwood Junior
School.

Saturday 29th June
12.00pm-3.00pm.
Can you help on the day?
Can you cook, serve drinks or help with
parking? Please contact our school
secretary on 0151 345 6000.
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Heat oven to 2000C



Mix spinach, cheese, egg,
nutmeg, basil, salt, and black
pepper



Add some pasta sauce



Cover with lasagne sheets



Add some cheese to the top



Bake in the oven for 25
minutes



Serve

Circle the letter of the correct answer.
8.

Read Text A. ‘You’ is the
A manager
B passenger
C taxi driver
D Victoria Cab Company

9.

Look at Text A. Taxi drivers can work at night.
Is this true or false? Tick () the correct box.

True

False

10. In Text B, what does the word ‘contact’ mean?
A Email
B Telephone
C Write a letter
D Send a message

11. In Text B, what food can you eat at the summer fair?

1. ________________________ 2. __________________________

12. Read Text C. What must you do after you add the pasta sauce?
A Cover with lasagne sheets
B Add the cheese mixture
C Bake for 25 minutes
D Heat the oven
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13. The purpose of Text C is to
A give instructions
B give advice
C advertise a job
D

tell a story

14. Circle the word which comes after ‘school’ in an alphabetical order list.

taxi
drinks
cheese
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Task 3
Read the text and answer questions 15 – 21.

Tuesday 5th June

A woman tried to take Mrs Dunne’s bag in Lee Drive on Monday.
Mrs Dunne was near the doctor’s surgery at 3.00pm. A young
woman ran up to her and tried to steal her bag. Mrs Dunne held her
bag with both hands and the woman couldn’t take it. The woman ran
down the road without the bag.
The young woman was about 25 years old. She wore dirty jeans, a
black jacket and old trainers. She had brown hair and was tall and
slim. Mrs Dunne was not hurt but she was a little upset at the time.
If you have any information about the young woman, please contact
the police on 0800 777 655.
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Circle the letter of the correct answer.
15. What happened after the woman tried to steal the bag?
A Mrs Dunne walked past the surgery
B Mrs Dunne ran away
C The woman ran away
D The police arrived

16. In the text Lee Drive has capital letters because it is
A the name of a person
B a new sentence
C the name of a street
D the name of the surgery

17. Which word in the text means the same as ‘not clean’?
___________________________________________________

18. The purpose of the text is to
A tell you what happened
B advertise telephones
C give instructions
D give directions

19. People with information must
A go to the doctor’s surgery
B tell the police
C go to Lee Drive
D look for the woman
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20. You can send a text message to the police.
Is this true or false? Tick () the correct box.
True

False

21. Write the words in alphabetical order.

jeans
trainers
bag
police

End of assessment
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